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Canadian Biological Board 177
Canadian Fisheries Research Board 275, 277–8
Committee on Depletion 275
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Catch curves 154–6
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Economic overfishing, see Overfishing, economic
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- fiction of stationary fish prices 122
- large number of fishermen permit behavioral generalizations 334
- Law of Diminishing Returns misinterpreted 121, 333, 343n14
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Ecosystem fluctuations, see Fluctuations
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First World War 158–62, 196–8
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initial decline in abundance, or ‘fishing up’ 120, 156–7, 207

management as an experiment 276
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offsetting 55
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predicted for different levels of harvest 229

reduction in abundance of older fish 156, 207, 248

reversible 161–2, 196
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Efficient exploitation, see Rational exploitation
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Experiments, fishing, see Fishing experiments
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Fish distribution  255, 272
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Fish guano, see Fertilizer, agricultural
Fish hatching  3, 39, 55, 62–8, 94–6, 177–8, 269, 341n19
as part of fisheries research programs  1, 58
carried forward by US Bureau of Fisheries  177, 269
closure of Loch Fyne hatchery in Scotland  95
closure of salmon hatcheries in Canada  277–8, 349n3b
different interpretations of experimental results  126, 343n17
economic value claimed  66
experimental tests of value needed  64, 72, 94–6, 125–7
failure of US hatcheries admitted  178, 344n19
ICES concludes no proof of utility  127
inhibited by supply of eggs  177
large numbers of larvae would be required  65, 95, 269, 334n19
need for analysis of economic value  94
need for scientific methods  64
primary hypothesis  64, 95–6, 274
release of larvae versus young fish  95–6
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versus artificial fertilization at sea  67
Fish ladders, constructed by International Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commission  283
Fish meal  240–1 (see also Fertilizer, agricultural)
Fish processing  10, 14–20, 180
advances increases market demand  268
canning and fish meal operations combined  241
conflict among different types of processors  243
fillets versus whole fish  268
freezing  184, 268, 346n12
reduction to fish meal or agricultural fertilizer  16, 26, 241, 338n7
resistance to reduction of fresh fish to meal  241, 349n1a
value of catch predictions for  172
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  Antarctic whale  214–5, 264–6
  Barents Sea Arctic cod  335, 342n15
  Bôhsulan herring  22, 342n4
  California sardine  239–40, 307, 349n3a
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Fisheries described continued
North Pacific halibut 202–13, 275–6, 349n2b
North Sea demersal 85–7, 100–8, 152–62, 232–5
North Sea haddock 164–70
North Sea hake 175–6, 298, 300
North Sea plaice 297–9, 320–3
Fisheries disputes
Cod wars 1
inter-state in US 39, 51
Fisheries exhibitions, series of 1862–1883 52
Fisheries expansion
due to discovery of North American fishing grounds 9, 337n1b
due to specific changes in gear or economics 204, 252
fluctuations affecting investment in vessels 256
post-war 158–9, 312
well defined periods 204–5, 249–52
Fisheries, fluctuations in, see Fluctuations in fisheries
Fisheries management (see also Regulation of fisheries)
Antarctic whaling too profitable to be regulated effectively 264, 346n6
approaches debated 231
as controlled experiment required to test effects of fishing 276
attempted by League of Nations for whaling 231
avoided if there is any doubt of necessity 59–60
catch rate increases may attract more fishermen 322
catch rate of common species, effect on less common 200
concern about wasteful practices 165
difficulty waiting for scientific results 99–100, 154
difficulty when employment is needed 300
equivalence of management restrictions needed 315, 320
estimates of the effects of proposals needed 301, 311, 314
evidence must satisfy everyone 243
fear of loss of momentum during Second World War 294, 359n1
fish hatching fails in US 178, 344n19
fisheries cannot regulate themselves 323
goal not agreed in Old World 329
goal of adequate stock and economical use 234
goal of maximum catch challenged 333
goal of maximum yield in New World 329
goal of optimum being substituted for maximum 329
gradual reduction in catch limits 264
increases in catches may depress prices 322
information needed for international regulation 124
information needed for whaling 225
lack of, causing deterioration of US fisheries 184
legal challenge to California Fish and Game Commission’s management 242
limited by political boundary lines 242
need for debated 33, 38, 52–6
need for international approach 56, 71–3, 81, 202, 341n1
needed for whaling to counter usual declines 225
political pressure to avoid 33, 242
political will needed to balance long and short term goals 33, 323
predictions of optimum yield provide goals 229, 264
public resistance to 63–4
restrictions allowed only due to fishery collapse 265
weakened by difficulty of enforcing regulations 242
Fisheries research laboratories, see Marine laboratories
Fishermen
agree informally to avoid small fish 270
as a component of the ecosystem 334
complaints changing research plans 61
conflict among those using different gear 39–40, 48, 59, 243, 269–70
not included in fisheries research programs 332
rejection of innovation 18, 269–70
resist increases in mesh size 270
study of behavior needed as basis for management 333–4
Fishery biology, interdisciplinary science 3, 183, 346n11

Fishery Board for Scotland 35, 39, 59–62, 68–9, 74, 86–95, 113, 115–16, 341n11, 345n2

Fishery Board for Scotland 35, 39, 59–62, 68–9, 74, 86–95, 113, 115–16, 341n11, 345n2
criticism by McIntosh 88–93 passim, 347n3
relationship to Royal Commission of 1883 60–1
sampling aboard fishing vessels 161
subsumed by Scottish Department of the International Council for the Exploration of the Sea 115
Fishery statistics
36, 71, 86–7, 94, 96, 100–9, 113, 152, 246, 272, 279, 300, 341n13
changes in area confound interpretation 158
collected for economic rather than biological purposes 101
fishing capacity 86, 158
fishing effort 86, 158, 164, 256–7
fishing-journals 116
individual records versus summaries 101
lack of standardization delays analysis 154
more representative than research data 100
number of fishing vessels 86
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- spatial detail needed 128
- standardization desirable but not feasible 123
- use of fisherman's and scientific logbooks 116, 203

Fishing effort 12, 71, 222
- alternate measures of 279
- difficulty of accounting for all changes 100, 279-80
- effect of vessel and gear changes 100-7
- efficiency of vessels related to registered tonnage 106
- seasonal distribution 30
- smack as standard vessel 100
- standardized vessel definition 100-9
- time searching for and catching whales 221

Fishing experiments
- effect of changes in design 88, 93
- experimental design 61, 88
- Fishery Board for Scotland's, see Scottish trawling experiment
- INPHC season limits seen as 214, 231, 275-6
- long due to variability in catch rates 61
- naturally occurring would test theory 50
- need for 61, 71, 94, 119-20, 162
- politically difficult 61
- potential for being confounded by environmental changes 275-6
- size limit experiment recommended by ICES 157
- unlikeliness of temporal coincidence with changes in environment 276
- use of closed areas 61, 87-93

Fishing for bait, see Bait fishery

- Fishing gear 10, 18, 20, 26, 32, 53, 204
  - beach seine 125
  - beam trawl 53
  - bottom trawl 53, 59-61, 72, 79
  - damage to by predators 26
  - eel seine 79
  - effect of changing size of mesh 231, 318
  - efficiency depends on species 104
  - explosive harpoon 26, 220, 338n7
  - gill nets 10, 32, 170
  - herring drift net 170
  - hooks 45, 53, 79, 102, 268
  - increase number or size of nets to offset declines in catch rates 230
  - increasing use of otter trawls 102, 268
  - investment in new, to offset declines in catch rates 230
  - line trawling 268
  - lines 10, 39-40, 59, 100-7
  - long line 203, 349n2b
  - machine guns 300
  - opinions on relative efficiency 104
  - otter trawls required steam powered vessels 102
  - patent net, bobbins, bridges, ticklers 230
  - poison, for whaling 348n19
  - pole and line using bait fish 254
  - purse seine 178
  - salmon nets 329
- seine-net 39
- seine-net for dolphins 25
- size selectivity of 315, 318-20
- use of less efficient 52, 269
- weirs or traps 20, 39-43, 45-6, 48-9

Fishing grounds 24, 300
- different patterns by species 105
- expanding as catch rates decline 100, 105, 208, 271, 342n15

Fishing mortality 185, 196, 201, 226, 313
- higher than expected 145
- Fishing mortality rate 208, 248, 302-10
- clarification from Baranov’s 1918 paper 308, 347n4, 350n7b
- estimated from mark and recapture data 145, 302, 344n23
- Graham’s two definitions 303
- relationship between annual and instantaneous 302-10, 327
- Thompson and Bell’s definition 302
- Fishing out 169 (see also Overfishing)
- Fishing power 118
- necessity of measuring 121, 327
- of research vessels 143
- Fishing up 120, 207 (see also Effects of fishing)
- Fishing vessels
  - floating factories for whaling 214-15, 220-1
  - increases in size over time 86, 100-6, 230
  - mothership and dorries 268
  - sailing smack 53, 100-7
  - steam and diesel engines replace sail 10, 53, 100-7, 203, 220, 230
  - supplemental power equipment 203

Flour beetle 332

Fluctuations
- in climate 9
- in ecosystems and populations 8
- in fish price, short versus long-term 122
- in ocean currents 9, 24, 174
- in the essence of ecosystems 8-10

Fluctuations in abundance 8, 113, 126, 344n18
- independent of man’s activities 93, 123, 127, 286-7
- need to determine extent due to natural causes 123
- of mammal populations 218
- of young fish reflected in commercial catches 127
- reality of apparent cycles 286-7

Fluctuations in catches
- causes of 9, 21-34, 41, 68, 70, 279
- described 1-2, 5, 8-9, 12-20, 57
- early scientific studies 21-34
- four causes suggested 21
- related to lunar cycle 173
- three patterns described 10-21

Fluctuations in fisheries
- caused by fluctuations in year classes 133-4, 163, 169
- caused by food 48-51
- caused by pollution, 43, 63
- caused by predation 48-51
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Fluctuations in fisheries continued
caused by weirs 39-43, 48-51
eyear scientific studies of 21-34
fisheries structured in response to 16-7, 337n1b
the great fisheries 124-38
increase in catches of small fish 164
natural fluctuations versus overfishing 335, 349n2b
revealed by varying age composition 132
three patterns described 10-21
Fluctuations in year class strength
correlated with sunshine 174
correlated with wind direction 192
correlations with environment fail 176
disturb equilibrium conditions 256, 261
haddock 164-70, 269
hake 175-6
herring 133-4, 170-3
mackerel 174, 185-92
obscure understanding of reproductive
process 290-2
scup 50
treated as random variability 325
Food supply 196, 205
Four-year cycle of salmon catches 20, 281
France 14-18, 178, 183, 234
Fraser River, British Columbia 19-20, 28-33, 177, 202, 238, 267, 276-85 (see also Hell’s Gate)
Fuel flies 246, 324
Frydlund Brewery, Oslo 218
Fur bearing animals 216

Gadus, see Cod, Whiting
Garland experiment, see Scottish trawling experiment
Garland, see Research vessels
Garstang’s spawning migration hypothesis 143-52 (see also Heinke’s Law)
Gauntlet, fish running a 20, 32, 280
Genetic selection 5
Geographic Congress, Sixth International 111-12
Georges Bank 238, 267
German Fishery Association 27
German-Dutch proposal, for international scientific study of fisheries 112-13
Germany 5, 27, 39, 70, 111-12, 125, 155, 235, 294
Goldfish 66
Great Fishing Experiments 158-62, 294-301, 307, 310, 322, 325, 332, 345n29 (see also War Experiments)
results ignored 162
Great International Fisheries Exhibition of 1883 38, 51-67 passion, 76, 93, 108, 117, 216, 267, 272, 332, 339n7, 339n8
Great Law of Fishing 229-37, 333
Grimsby, England 75, 85
Growth of fisheries
cycles of geometric 249-52
described using logistic equation 252-3, 261
examined for fourteen fisheries for indicators of depletion 249-52
Growth of individuals 85, 94, 119, 121, 201-2, 208, 226, 347n1
balance of additive (anabolic) and subtractive (catabolic) processes 316
compared to losses by natural mortality 85, 157
decreased by competition 196, 285, 288
depends on food supply 76, 196, 327
effect of starvation 76
estimating maximum length 317
faster for transplanted fish 78, 117
faster for warmer temperatures 175
increased predation if slower 288
increment in length proportional to
length 317
length modeled as linear with age 309
logarithms of rate decrease with age 316
mathemathical models developed 315-19
modeled by cumulative normal
distribution 315, 352n19
modeled by Gompertz equation 316
modeled by logistic equation 217
modeled by von Bertalanffy equation 316-19
processes relate to surface area and volume 317
rapid and flexible 76
rate changed by War Experiment 196, 296, 325
rates vary by area 81-2, 168, 205
weight modeled as linear with age 309, 314-15
Guano, see Fertilizer, agricultural
Gulf of Mexico 22
Gulf of St Lawrence 178, 205-7
Gulf Stream 48
Gurnet 104
Habitat, population spreads to marginal 246
Haddock 3, 36, 104, 163, 179, 193, 232, 238, 288, 324, 327
distribution in North Sea 105
fluctuations in abundance of young
haddock 127, 164-70
Georges Bank fishery 267-75
ICES fails to address 116-17, 124
North Sea fishery 164-70
spawner and recruit relationships 288-91
Hake 163, 175-6, 189
Halibut
Atlantic 202
Pacific 3, 37, 202-14, 231, 254, 263, 302, 312, 333
Harvard University, Massachusetts 41, 45
Heinke’s Law 143 (see also Garstang’s spawning migration hypothesis)
Helgoland Island, Germany 83, 341n7
Hell’s Gate 19-20, 30-3, 282-3 (see also Fraser River)
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principal cause of sockeye salmon depletion 283
Hensen net 83–4, 113, 115–16, 147
Herring 8–9, 36, 53, 163–6 passim, 170, 179, 193, 221, 239, 295, 324, 337n1a, 338n14, 339n18
basis for Heincke’s racial theory 81–3, 115–6
Bohsulan fishery 22, 342n4
decline in catch rate basis for overfishing 71
East Anglian fishery 170–3, 345n4
effects of whaling on herring catches 26
fluctuations demonstrated in year class strength 129–37 passim
fluctuations in Norwegian catches 21–6 passim
fluctuations in year class strength demonstrated 170–3
migrations of 114
Royal Commission investigates 51–2
Hessian flies 92
High seas fishing 219
Home stream theory 28–30
Homing instinct, salmon 24
Hudson Bay Company 19, 216
Hydrography 111, 125, 139, 174
correlation to year class strength 175
relationship to study of fisheries 4, 111, 174, 181
research plans better developed than biologists at beginning of ICES 113

IAITC, see Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission
Iceland 1, 80, 220
ICES, see International Council for the Exploration of the Sea
Immature fish (see also Trade size limits; Young fish)
connection to small plaice problem 72
destruction of 56
varying definitions of 73–4
Immoderate fishing, see Overfishing
Impoverishment of the sea 96–100, 117–18, 139
Index of reproductive success 281
Industrialization of fisheries 52–3, 100–8, 122, 339n6 (see also Economics of fishing)
Inexhaustibility of fisheries 53–4, 108, 145, 272, 350n2
Huxley’s qualifications ignored 54, 108
INPFC, see International North Pacific Halibut Commission
Insects 246
Instantaneity, the conception of 301–10, 313
Instantaneous mortality rates 301–10, 348n16
Insurance, mutual plan to protect fishermen against dolphin depredations 26
Inter-American Tropical Tuna Commission 257, 263
to study effects of fishing on tunas and on bait fish 254

International Convention for the Regulation of Whaling, see International Whaling Commission
International Council for the Exploration of the Sea 36, 110–62, 196, 254, 264, 267, 342n4, 342n8
1899 conference, Stockholm 112–13, 152
1901 conference, Oslo 113, 152
1902 meeting, Copenhagen 113
1945 meeting, first post-war 293–4
addresses value of fishery predictions 172, 345n3
analysis of War Experiments 158–62, 267
Baltic Sea Committee 114
charged to advise the London Fisheries Convention 234–5
charged to advise the Permanent International Commission 296
charged to focus on ‘problems of economical value’ 114
committee structure reorganized 131, 345n3
consensus approach to advice adopted 154
establishes Central Laboratory, Oslo 114
establishes Committee on Whaling, 1927 215
Garstang analyzes research trawl data 138–43, 344n21, 344n22
gives management advice 157, 234
goals of biological research defined 114
goals of journal Annales biologiques defined 293
Hydrographic and Biological Programs seen as interacting 114
Hydrographic Commission 113, 139
International cooperation contrasted to war 235, 294
International Programme begun 1901 114
lack of concrete results in 1905 124
Migration Committee 114–17, 124–38
Overfishing Committee 114, 116–18, 138–58
Overfishing Committee concludes plaice overfished, 1913 157, 344n24
Overfishing Committee proposes fishing experiment 138–58
Overfishing Committee tries to define its name 117, 122
Place Committee 156–58, 162 (see also Overfishing Committee above)
Special Ichthyometric and Biological Statistics 131–2
staff continued work during Second World War 293
US and France interested in joining, 1910 178, 344n25, 346n7
US joins and withdraws 178–9
International Fisheries Congress, 1909 177
International North Pacific Halibut Commission 184, 208, 268, 277
established by US and Canada treaty 202
hired research staff 202–3
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International North Pacific Halibut Commission continued
seasonal fishing restrictions seen as an experiment 214, 231, 275, 277
visited by Huntsman 207
International oceanography and fisheries classes, Hjort hosts in Bergen 343n16
International Overfishing Conference and Convention, 1946 295, 301, 327
International Pacific Salmon Fisheries Commission 277–8, 282–3
International Program, see International Council for the Exploration of the Sea
International research schemes proposed 73, 81, 110–11, 341n1
International Whaling Commission 264–6
lacks political will to regulate whaling 264, 349n10
restricts catches of blue whales 265
Scientific Committee advises 264–6
IWC, see International Whaling Commission

Jellyfish 278
Johns Hopkins University, Maryland 216, 350n2
Juan de Fuca, Straits of 282
Juvenile fish, see Young fish

Key early period, determining year class strength 186–7, 247
Knife-edged mesh selectivity 319

La crise sardinière 14–18
Labrador Current 48
Lake Quesnel, British Columbia 283
Law of Diminishing Returns, see Economic science

Lazzaroni, Scientific 45
League of Nations 231
Leman-Hanks Line 141
Lemmings 216
Length distributions, change with changes in fishing intensity 161, 271
Leptocephalus, see Eel
Leuciscus, see Vobla
Life history strategy
evolutionary interpretation of 5 whales different from fish 219
Life history studies
dolphins 25
primary value for fish in guiding other research 181
Life insurance 128–32 (see also Actuarial science)

Limfjord, Denmark 78
Linguistic claims, sardine 17, 239
Lobster 65–6
Loch Fyne, Scotland 94–5
Lofoten Islands, Norway 1, 10–14, 338n7
Logbooks, fisherman’s logs and scientific logbooks valuable 116, 203 (see also under Fishery statistics)

Logistic equation 37, 216–19, 229, 256, 259
as a first approximation to population dynamics 232
as a model of industrial growth 251–3
as a fundamental law of population growth 216–17
incapable of showing population cycles 287
used in assessment of Antarctic blue whale fishery 264–66
used in assessment of North Sea fisheries 232–4
Logistic theory, see Surplus production theory

Loktaform 83
London Fisheries Convention 234, 294–5, 301

Mackerel 3, 6, 40, 53, 66–7, 164, 177–9, 183, 247, 268
Maelstrom 10–11, 337n4

Management advice
California Fish and Game Commission recommends restricting sardine catches, 1936 243–4
Gilbert recommends letting more salmon spawn, 1918 33
ICES recommends limiting fishing intensity, 1946 295
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